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       It is important to speak your truth, not to convince anyone else of it.
Everyone must make up their own minds. 
~Barbara Marciniak

Animals can always read your vibration, and if you are intent on
empowering your life, they will often gift you by making special
melodies of sound to balance your chakras and tune up your body. 
~Barbara Marciniak

Sometimes the darkest challenges, the most difficult lessons, hold the
greatest gems of light. 
~Barbara Marciniak

The Quality of Love or Fear you Carry into each Moment determines
which Road you Travel. 
~Barbara Marciniak

When you manage people, you must first convince them they need
managing. So you create the problems and then let the people cry for
solutions. 
~Barbara Marciniak

Only in the shattering can the rebuilding occur 
~Barbara Marciniak

Love and a good sense of humour strengthen the entire body;
remember your cells respond to your input. 
~Barbara Marciniak

You are living in a time when opportunities for self-empowerment,
expanded awareness and spiritual growth appear to be unlimited. 
~Barbara Marciniak

Every act of kindness and consideration changes and enhances the
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course of life. 
~Barbara Marciniak

Wonder opens and unravels reality. 
~Barbara Marciniak

You must learn to end the wars in your world by ending them in your
minds. 
~Barbara Marciniak

No one is ever a victim, although your conquerors would have you
believe in your own victimhood. How else could they conquer you? 
~Barbara Marciniak

The history of your world is filled with the voice of the victor, the voice of
power, although it was not always a voice of sanity, by any means. 
~Barbara Marciniak

Your power ends where your fear begins. 
~Barbara Marciniak

When you laugh with good-hearted innocence at your own creations,
you are free. 
~Barbara Marciniak

For those who confuse you, recognize that their confusion is theirs and
your clarity is yours. 
~Barbara Marciniak

When truthsayers have the courage to say the emperor is wearing no
clothes, whether you agree with their point of view or not, send them
love. They are to be acknowledged for speaking their truth. 
~Barbara Marciniak
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Opening your chakras and allowing cosmic energies to flow through
your body will ultimately refresh your spirit and empower your life. 
~Barbara Marciniak

Producing the vibration of love is based on your ability to feel deep
pain...go into those feelings...and to find peace once again. 
~Barbara Marciniak

How have you arrived at your thinking? Where do your ideas and
knowledge come from, and why do you credit some knowledge and
discredit others? 
~Barbara Marciniak

Any religion is a perspective upon existence. 
~Barbara Marciniak
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